Finally. The Truth Begins to Emerge About JFK. An Update From Jim Fetzer, USMC, Retired..... via Ambassador Lee E. Wanta:

I don't usually just hit "Forward" on a message and send it to my List or publish it on my page, but I am making an exception today.

I was seven years-old when the Deed in Dallas went down, and even then, I was sitting in front of the TV saying, "But Mom, this is all phony! Can't you see where the bullet came from?"

[I have held my immediate distrust and dislike for LBJ throughout my lifetime. I never lost the feeling that he had something to do with it besides being next in line. Maybe we will finally find out exactly what his role in these murders (plural) and cover-ups (plural) was.]

Trump released thousands of files on the JFK Assassination a couple weeks ago. And guess what? What we all knew was phony was phony. Oswald was a patsy. The guy on the slab wasn't even JFK. And here is the proof in black and white presented below.

Please pause a moment and think: what you are seeing now has been known by hundreds if not thousands of Dallas police, federal agency subcontractors, and actual government employees, not to mention the Kennedy family, for over fifty years. They knew. They had to know. So where does that leave us?


For a brief and shining moment, this one man captured the hearts and inspired the minds of not just Americans, but people all over the world. And then he was snuffed out like a brightly burning candle, and the world he illuminated guttered into night.

What I felt most of all about this as a small child was righteous anger, a certainty that those who did this--- whoever did it, however they did it--- deserved to go down in infamy, deserved to be caught, tried, and executed, deserved to have every one of us walk by and spit on their tombstones forever afterward. I feel the same way about them as I feel about the sniper who shot Randy Weaver's wife and baby as they stood in the doorway of their own cabin on American soil and the callous vermin who massacred civilians in Vietnam and the adherents of "ISIS" mindlessly beheading and burning what isn't theirs to kill and more recently the mindless sewer rats who planned the ambush and execution of LaVoy Finicum, an innocent American Rancher exercising his right to attend a public assembly.
Such men do not deserve to live and much less do they deserve to live among us. We need to wake up. We need to stop ducking and dodging and hoping that we won't be next. We have to find our courage and our resolve to put an end to this criminality in our government once and for all.

Here is the link.


Editors note: I have captured these documents and they are live on my server also but I wanted you to see the original article first because of the animation on the pictures.

Paul Stramer


http://annavonreitz.com/jfk/roscoeanim.mp4